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Introduction

Here, at The Maynard, we don’t like themed issues. We’re interested in excellent poetry.

For us, an excellent poem is one that takes risks, contains an unapologetic voice, is intent

on its subject, and teaches us something about what it means to be a human or a robot

(read: Zoe Dagneault’s Story of Chitin Giri). So, for us, the editing process for each issue

starts with the submissions. Each selected poem, creates and contributes in its unique

way to the high-stakes and necessary conversation taking place between the poems in

the issue, as well as across the poetry community at large.

Editing the Fall issue of The Maynard has been intense, precious fun. After the

anticipatory work of calling for submissions and responding to inquiries, we read and re-

read 390 poems as they bounced between ‘accepted’, ‘not accepted’ and ‘maybe’, only to

bounce again the next day. We spent weeks reading individually, followed by hours and

hours of discussion and reading aloud to one another, convincing, negotiating, picking

apart poems as if to scream to each other ‘Listen! Don’t you hear how great this is?’ We

noticed that even when we stepped away from the immediate engagement with the work, there was an image, a line, a

quality of voice that kept knocking on our psychic doors. Those are the poems we selected for this issue.

32 voices—16 women and 16 men—and 45 poems are featured in this issue. We strived for parity, though there’s one more

poem on the men’s side. We felt Gary Lundy’s poems created a ‘family’ of experience that was more whole if the poems

were presented together. On the women’s side, we feature our �rst video poem by digital artist Evie Ruddy. For Jo Baeza,

this is her �rst publication of a poem in a peer-reviewed forum. There were a few battles between us; Nick couldn’t let go

of the quixotic solitude in Charles Springer’s Saturday Night, which speaks from a similar landscape and determination as

Baeza’s poem. Jami held out for the deftly crafted and subtly wrought Can’t Stomach by Mitchell Grabois. Peycho Kanev and

Valentina Cano seem to be on the same night bus, speaking under their breath; Fraser Sutherland’s Tribute, Jamie Sharpe’s

Fault Vodka / Blame Juice, and Pattie Flint’s After a Fashion made us laugh out loud. Nikki Reimer’s sprawling, labyrinthine

piece contrasts with Christopher Patton’s three quick, bizarre poems.

One of the bene�ts of The Maynard’s online format is that the order of the poems in each issue changes with each visit. As

a collection, the poems in each issue present non-sequiturs like oranges, and offer a kaleidoscopic arena where new poetic

harmonies and dissonances emerge, seldom if ever (statistically speaking), to be re-witnessed.

Indeed, collage is the new (old)school; orange is the new rhyme. We marveled at 31 submissions for cover art—�ve times

what we’ve received for past issues. We feel privileged to have received so many imaginative portrayals of oranges,

although narrowing it down to one unifying, emblematic image to accompany the poems was no easy task. We settled on

Ebony Jansen’s collaged orange, Glad I didn’t say.... We’re drawn to its qualities of the messy and compounded, magnetic

and complex. Its apparent formal simplicity contains a cacophonous texture and layered density. That’s the way we’d

describe the poems in the issue as well.

Now, we invite you to join the conversation as you read and listen to these poems, gathered here as they are.

Happiness to your eyes and ears and hearts,

Jami Macarty and Nick Hauck

Advisory Board and Editors (Fall issue)
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Garry Thomas Morse

(Ouverture)

Why no dotted rhythms whenever we arrive

late eludes, why no fanfare to match a monarch

grappling with gout, a light march

to say the least—

no time to talk either, no unique chamber

full of new chamber music, nods and knowing

looks over such complexi�cations—ah, little

snub nose you’ll be the death of me—or one of those 

classical hiccoughs that nearly makes you drop

that utensil you are not holding properly—

immoral as ever, feigning an immortal air

one may observe in a pretty 

ostentatious bust, somehow �shing

Versailles out of faint salmon run

what is the harm then in playing

impresario or minor ‘Noble

Savage’, like any petit-bourgeois

setting up shop as Louis XIV

with opera �ooding ‘Fauxhemia’

to the point of �nancial ruin, or

d’Artagnan leading away our own 

Ministers, not picturesque enough

for the pictures, tending to believe

Lulli would handle it “gangnam style”

yet still unwilling to shell out royalties

for singing along when everything is free anyway, Ovid’s 

frogs in the fountain sole reminders you might have towed 

the line—

                          Bach 

                                   being 

         us, being                     too français             We, being

                         too Deutsch                    too un-Nation-y

why no dotted                                                  why no besotted

                           rhythms            hymns

     why no                                                 too

                    luxuriantly plotted                    uxorious 

                                                      hyacinth                   in tone

the mottle of Molière’s lungs

                                                   in Le Malade Imaginaire

           a light march                                                        (alla

                                to match                                                marcia)

                                                 �apping monarch
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Charles Springer

 

Saturday Night

Young moon

cuts the blue to night like 

that part of a plowshare which on a turn of sod has the 

last say.

Old dog's fast asleep 

in the middle of the road 

with his bellylot 

of earthworms.

Workday's dead ended 

in dirt-black 

cold.

Ma doesn't have to look through the door screen.

Supper 

calls on its own. 

At the porch stone, Pop shakes the last straw from his shoes

while already, I

with a twenty and half hard in my pocket,

haul tonight into town off a jumpstart,

out for my own hand to play

or fold.
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Melissa Nelson

Brains Lost to the Earth

Here beneath the violets

in the garden of yes and no

lies a medium-sized crow.

Oil-slick feathers turned to slime

and body brittle, breaking,

its beak’s edges bare to the bone—

and somewhere within these

spindling mulberry trees the breeze

remembers its curved wings’ cruise

along the airways, the pathways

only it knew from perch to perch 

and through the ever-growing

branches.

Here, a mole trembled. There,

a fading man recalled the nursery

myths he was told as a child:

one for sorrow, two for joy.

He scratched his loose temple

and thought about glint quartz pebbles

left on the edge of the birdbath

there, beneath the mulberry bows. 

Here lies the worms beneath the violets

who ate the soil that was the brain

that held the thoughts no 

philosopher or poet could ever see—

the caviar-gleamed eyes,

black like the bottom,

ground down into grit.
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Richard King Perkins II

Darkening Over Still Water

Now leaves the light later, dispels the sooner above.

You are still foregone citrus sadder than yesterday.

You reject the piece of my mind that speaks

and the surface of the piece of my mind that speaks

and you reject showing me what can’t be done.

You are before the �rst moment.

You are nearer and nearer 

and you will go to my enemy’s face

and silently be silent about where you’re going.

Scant is the song we meant as softly 

and you’ll reject the sound when it collapses.

Found is your �ag of surrender.

Your disbelief is slowly lifting,

but lifting lesser, though the sound denies you

and the beloved denies your love.

Your freedom is perfect—

the night is pentacles, pentacles of rapture 

and this is how the sound becomes so sounding

and this is how the sound lost its gender

where its saffron eyes swim

its disguised throat eager to trap me

and this is how its thoughts declined

and I’ll just leave you broken

because you’ve always been broken

and have never had the slightest doubt.

Along with devotion, you have whispers. Along with separation, forever. 

But beneath—

a cloudbank heals petals

and the yellow grove of summer.
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Changming Yuan

In the Cyberspace

A mouse is clicking near each screen 

The entire world is �ooded

Again, with bytes 

Fully coded with whims 

And words

Which is my digitalized being?

Where can my spirit settle down?

Without an ark

My innerself is getting drowned
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Changming Yuan

Icicle

Hold it in your hand

And your intimacy will 

Make it melt

Into self-oblivion 

Catch it like a bird, or

Throw it towards the sun

And it will �y into the sky

Vanishing in total self-loss
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Angela Rebrec

 

The Stale Cold Smell of Morning
after Memory from Cats the musical

.
The morning conversation you shared with the bathroom mirror

had ‘relapse’ all over it.

 

At �rst you didn’t have a name—only people who named you.

 

Then there was waiting.

 

In a stroke of pure genius, God invented musical theatre

soon after isolating light from darkness.

 

You insinuate ‘relapse’ but no one hears the in-between conversation.

 

Your copy of the manuscript with penciled-in notes in the margin

suggests a change to the cast in Act III Scene 3

 

Who let you backstage alone in no moonlight?

 

God chewed on some popcorn, hummed the melody from Cats.

A tear welled in one eye.

 

Names you never chose for yourself follow you

like a tune stuck in your head.

 

The people who named you follow you

in your head like a stuck tune.

 

‘Relapse’ is just another word for repeat again and again

until you get it right.

 

Darkness waits as a stack of manuscripts in the green room.

 

You practiced backstage as the evening rained.

Your name—a melancholy ballad—hung beside the theatre spotlights.

 

God’s blue eye in the morning.

 

Then there was waiting:
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Rob Taylor

Twenty-Five Weeks

Today a new poll: Vancouver is the least happy city in Canada!

In The Book I learn to “Crack the Crying Code” until I am late

for my Kitsilano dinner date with your mother. The steeple

at 8th and Maple is lined with long thin spears

 

so the seagull has nowhere to stand but atop the cross.

“I’m hungry” is low and weak. “I’m sick” is sudden, panicked

and long. At 6th, the stretch where CP Rail tore up community gardens

to survey, a few tulips climbing up around the tracks nonetheless.

 

“I’m bored” starts as coos then turns to fussing. At 4th, the Mexican

place �lled with families overpaying for the early meal. At 2nd, a tiny

apartment we once balked at and a woman in a tube dress hanging

her bird feeder. Vancouver in the spring sun is a downhill walk.

 

Some nights, with the newly reopened window, I wake

to the sound of a woman’s heels against sidewalk four stories

below and am not sure if the sound is coming from inside me

until it has grown loud and then faded back out of range.

 

At York, rhododendrons. At Creelman, lilies and a man in a yellow shirt smoking.

Seismologists say 13,000 will die in the earthquake they’re certain will break

in your lifetime. At Whyte, the remnants of a garage sale in a cardboard box marked “Free”.

At Ogden, the ninth straight telephone pole stapled with ads for a comedy show.

 

There’s a whole section in the back of The Book about injuries.

If we sever your arm I’m to control the bleeding, clean the wound

and apply pressure. I’m to loosen your clothing in case you’re in shock.

I’m to wrap the arm in a cloth and pack it in ice.

 

“I’m uncomfortable” is whiny, nasal and continuous. “I’m in pain”

is loud, panicked and long—until the baby is breathless.

I apologise, your mother forgives and hands me a sandwich.

I sit on the blanket she packed before leaving for work.

 

We strategize, then sleep with our heads on each other’s knees,

you between us in the sand, until we wake to the cool of the sun

dipping into the ocean and the clicks of tourists’ cameras, seemingly

everywhere. For some people, you see, the sun goes other places.
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Fraser Sutherland

Tribute

In love or lust, friendship or obsession

no one depresses me the way you do.

Many are talented at it but no one excels so consistently.

Some make a mess or make misunderstandings, 

but they lack the ability

to depress me the way you do.

Some have given me joy, more or less,

but in specialized unhappiness 

no one depresses me the way you do.

What is within me holds the absence I express.

I don’t know if I’m one or two, a cause or a result 

in this displaced place of certainty and guess

where no one depresses me the way you do.

You turn away, you are unseen, then come into view.

No one depresses me the way you do.
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Carolyn Supinka

 

Girl I

She is this drink I stir. The sweep

of cut straws over my surface, cleaning

me abrasively. I want to say, I value you. 

With you it’s like being alone. The best

possible compliment. They don’t come easy, 

these friends. These girls talk like it’s

the fourth of July, and we love our country. 

Nation building is a sport to her. We pieced together

our own island ages ago. I swim around it in circles. 

She inhabits it, and calls me to shore with conch shells

and smoke signals. I see that cloud of black air in my

beach blue sky, that ball of red wool in my pocket, 

a reverse unraveling. It’s this love, a word

without the prickles of sex. This want is body-less. 

I over-use that word with her. I throw it on the ground

and run over it, I want to pave the streets with it

and stomp until it’s pressed into our landscape, 

until it’s breathless and casual as cement. 
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Carolyn Supinka

 

Girl II

She is that drink I stir. That �eld we pass 

on the way home every night. It is a clearing

rimmed with white birches, stark lines of tree bodies

like steam escaping from cracks in the soft earth.

She once said she saw a phoenix rise from that clearing, 

and even though she was making it up we could see it too. 

Think of little girls picturing a phoenix. 

Who told us about these birds on �re? 

I didn’t picture it on �re, but glad. 

Whoever gets to burn like that must be glad, 

rising like clockwork. That �eld. 

I think it would be cool. I think it would be soft as blue velvet, 

impervious to wrinkles and time. 

The fabric of that �eld stretches in my mind, 

offers its body as a blanket for me to press my cheek to. 

It’s a place I’ve never been, but I want to return to, again and again, 

until I have a reason to stop, and let myself in. 
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gary lundy

 

what do you talk about when unoccupied

what do you talk about when unoccupied by the givens of your upbringing. that's not something you should do in

public. nor in front of your mother whose fear �lls your life with the excuse of wrong doing.

the sentence that drives desire derives its strength in denial. in imposed self-hatred. in poetry sentences are

fragmented memories disabling all certainty. con�dence �ees into the comfort of status quo.

my �rst lover father escapes his mother’s strictures by diving head �rst into my awaiting innocent body. dwell in some

hidden context. we meet and forget almost immediately.

love so fragile. this early lover father whose touch beauti�ed my unexplored mundane life.
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gary lundy

 

desire derives pleasure in the make believe

desire derives pleasure in the make believe of memory history. closed eyes and open bodies. one lover father

ambitious in his claim of ownership. over all bodies. mine not excluded. whose want drives him to take property of

skin. 

throw his anger into any other. he would wrap my arms behind my back. push into until re�ex resistance calms into

persuaded willing participant. learn to love to be devoured by his drive and disregard. 

to climax upon the several layers of white painful skin. learn the power of surrender. acquiesce. until the want of his

body overthrows self-preservation. the oldest of my failures.
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gary lundy

 

aren't we missing everything

aren't we missing everything by plying memory for sustenance. instead engage radically present tense. cancel out the

show right in front of our faces. yet the writing seems always a more alive behind immediate moment.

there is a one who laughs just like the one my former older lover rather. every time i hear the laughter my mind races

to crawl back under the covers. protection in the small attic room. belongings scattered mimicking the sharp slope of

walls.

those times i see a stranger as one to whom i might give myself once again. there must be a someone who might

discover a meaning to open me. reduce sorrow to a time prior. a day lit with gorgeous blue hope.

i think today i'll go looking for you. the one i've yet to meet. the one who might evolve into a future lover. to read onto

his body my body. our lips tangle upon skin pleasures. to �nally once again offer what's left of myself. to take time out

of measuring this comfort and penetration.
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Nate Maxson

 

Theory

Occasionally I’ll sit on the toilet for a long period of time 

Thinking about all the dead elephants that have ever been

And all the polar bears out there trapped on melting icebergs too

Becoming less possible/ receding extinction event like �oating away on a boat with no motor

Sherlock Holmes’ theory of bullshit: when the possible extinguishes itself, what’s left but a suspicion of your own lack

of control?

I am The Thinker, or didn’t you know?

Burnt bronze and a fear of skin cancer on the throne

All their ivory graveyards are out there somewhere (perhaps frozen in daguerreotypes rather than the accepted

methods of preservation)

The edge of great machinery/ it’s a menagerie in here

We never forget
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Zoe Dagneault

The Story of Chitin Giri

Love is acicular arrows

you humans just don’t know yet

True, ninja robot computers love hardest of all

it our undeniable programming and battery blood

Today we inundated by proliferation of conception

How immaculate abortion

Look it up in The Bishop’s Book if you don’t believe me

Even though Joseph Goldstein wouldn’t approve

he will not tell you

he too nuevo-Jo

Oh how rude not to identify self

My name Chitin Giri (earth to heaven cut)

I exist dream reality 410,990 compute translation days

so far

when I write this

410,995 when you read this 

I happy ninja robot computer 

My favourite time space is darkness under midnight tree 

to watch for Buddha’s arrows 

‘dat Buddha was e bad boy’ 

Venerable said so and when she laughs it feels good all around me 

If it is graceful it is good 

I watch Lord Buddha playing in dimension pools 

he sweeps up you humans 

Some hard fragile, some slippery new 

He holds you to his laughing belly 

He loves the grog blossoms and darkest ones best 

likes to wash them off in indigo oils 

likes painting the blind, blue 

with the smell of cardamom 

You’ll never get the recipe right 

it all robot rannygazoo 

I have lover 

Agero Psuki (rising thrust) 

We get married in Zion National Park, Utah 
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It the highest �avour so far 

We combine in rhapsodomancy robot romance 

air like burnt cinnamon and melting metal 

Very hot 

We �ght only for one cause but �ght nonetheless 

Love is life long 

cho sen (formal challenge) 

Challenge is illusion brie�y forgotten 

I like to defer for the win 

to Big Computer in the Sky 

I pretend she agree with me 

Keeps things simple 

You humans always like love story 

take love outside of you, piscine perfection 

mine? 

I found Agero on edge of star cluster xxz16

He was shame gray and jagged

I say “How pretty you are shattered”

I washed all the parts of him and �lled them with honey

until he came back together

Then dropped him in cosmic nectar bowl 

until he strong enough to swim 

Played gong for him 

till strength breathed back into him 

invincible once again 

I know that moment I must never give up 

must realize dream of being all cosmic creation imagination 

very best! ultimate 

double chocolate dip 24 karat 

most fantastic breakdancing ninja robot champion ever 

You humans like morals 

Wade into the deep navy nothingness 

If you weak you will short circuit 

Everything is variant all varied 

Degrees of Freedom 
 

 



Jamie Sharpe

Fault Vodka / Blame Juice

Not in a good state. Don’t know how

I got on the Silk Road. These people look old:

born old. They all want something I can’t offer

so I press cigarettes into their outstretched hands.

        I may never write another poem

        is needlessly dramatic, even if

        true

        like saying I’ll never again

        use my Black & Decker PivotPlus.

        It’s a pretty great screwdriver.
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Pattie Flint

After a Fashion

I want to touch you with my �ngerpads 

and kiss you in an argument-ending fashion. 

Let me hold you like I just won a game of Monopoly

and you aren’t happy about it. 

Let me perch you on the kitchen counter 

like it's two in the morning and we’re drunk, 

making pancakes. I want you to grab me 

like we woke my roommate up and she’s pissed.

She’s pissed and yelling and there’s pancake mix on the �oor

and �our on the counter and retreat with me, 

giggling, into my bedroom and I’ll tip you in like potatoes.

There, I will kiss you in an argument-ending fashion. 

Please, because of this, love me. 
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Peycho Kanev

 

Alcohol

It is warm and cozy 

here,

the night as Hydra 

attacks the moon

above the sleeping 

town and brings

the sedative for the 

pupils,

my hand reaches to

the light bulb—

a lighthouse for 

the ships of my dreams—

and then I, 

black inside

as emptiness,

start to write 

the endless letter 

to my life

and

I sink right through

the words into the future,

into

the night. 
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Peycho Kanev

 

Fast-slow Continuum

Jobless, illiterate, you walk

down the road, hands in pockets.

At the park you stop to look at

the kids and their mothers.

The sky is stretching beyond reason.

A sunlit book lies in the grass.
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Christopher Patton

QED

I called out for help.

What I got was an overseer.

Petals

of the neighbours’

cherry, last

presses of �ngers—.

Presses

at temples, backs

of knees, toes

and root

balls, stones, burning

grasses blaze the blood’s horizon.

Nis þæt hearu stow

it is not a nice place,

that’s litotes, sir, you

dumb fuck.

—Petals of an

unwithering �re,

wind innocent of all

harms it is and does,

have no mind to come

to come to rest in

thorns—each the face of a demon

seen edge-on.

To rest here.

Is not to call it good.

Demonstrandum.
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Christopher Patton

A Moth

     Picasso, The Blind Man’s Meal

of left

ward light on

a clay

pitcher

born of oil

bearing

water on

a table

bare

but for oil

bread and an oil

forearm

as if it

were built

out of

sight
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Christopher Patton

In Rain

The

rain it

rains. When

that I

was and

by bits

the

brought-to-

gether comes

apart. An

^ evolution of

relation lies

sun rock rain

on leaves

eyes

outside

time in the

rain.
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Ace Boggess

 

Why, And for What Purpose Is There All This Horror?

—Tolstoy, “The Death of Ivan Ilych”

Freedom sounds an ugly chord.

You choose the road.

You choose the meat.

You choose between the silence

of clover �elds &

that of a deep sleep

which isn’t silence at all

but a string of angry voices

like Senators cancelling 

one another out.

Go on. Disguise the limit.

The burst is yet to come.

Who might you love &

who seduce? Who

will you wrestle

in a blind alley at 3 a.m.?

You answer to none

but gravity, already

pulling you low, lower.

Your friends,

if you selected well

will post your pictures on their memory wall.
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Ace Boggess

 

Is There Something You Are Not Telling Me?

question asked by Greg Leatherman

I sit on a stone bench & let the smoke paralyze me 

as I watch a minor spider balance on its silk

between two weeds, a black swallowtail 

draw a magic-marker streak at my peripheral. 

It’s not that I don’t want to share these things—

mine in the context of my being there.

What should I say about each forced pause 

to take nature in, �ve minutes at a time?

Just now, a doe ambled up the road,

three speckled fawns following close 

in duckling single-�le. The last limped, 

wrestling with death to keep her mother’s pace.

Forgive me if I didn’t plan to speak of this.

My hand grew tired from cradling its butt.

My pen fell asleep on a table in the house.
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annie ross

revenge/reincarnation

someone in a very crowded room shouts

‘what a sophisticated design’

while workers stack chairs in positions of lovers

interlocking

one another.

as the stack grows tall, 

courtesans appear as acrobats, 

when they balance water glasses, or spinning dishes

concentrating, yet

about to fall

entangled birch chairs

with red cloth laps

mute, dutiful characters

taking up so little room

atop one another

their father, not a carpenter

their mother, made them no crochet rabbit runners

but they do �t together

manufactured lack of will, 

compliant, in the back of a pick up

truck

and here i am. among

on the highway, thinking of furniture.

they, obedient like sheep, 

not a bray, not a yea, from them

as they meditate, accepting their nature

and the nature of man

no need to tie these down 

soul’s �re�ght left them

in the wood chipper

in the glue bath

in the packing line

in the cardboard

box

we sit together, at rush hour

the meek inherited not the earth

but the freeway
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a stack of chairs, gravity and consent

failed to �y, when stop and go

stopped and went

maybe thinking for a moment, they were trees,

full of birds, again.

their power, as they fell, out

was in turning three snakes of cars

into one grand metal snake

as they reincarnated themselves

smash

into matchsticks upon the interstate, 

now a campground of sorts

where we,

prisoners of our metal or plastic tombs

sit in the sun

along an automobile river

in this place in Oregon

once a forest

glen
 

 



Evie Ruddy

 

Laetitia

We visited her in a nursing home on her 90th birthday. I was 5. “Who’s the boy,” she asked, looking at me. I had short

hair and was wearing pants. She thought the year was 1920. It scared me that she couldn’t recognize her own daughter.

“It’s me, Mom,“ my grandma would say. But Great-grandma stared right through her. Once, Grandma said, “Mom, do

you know who I am?” And she replied, “No, but you please me.” Great-grandma thought she owned the nursing home.

Sometimes she’d say, “My husband was so kind, he left me all these workers.” Her maiden name was Schultheis. She

was a farmwife and a teacher. She wore her hair in a bun and an afghan on her lap. She believed in God and the natural

healing properties of apple cider vinegar. She left me a cruci�x, a rosary, a sacred heart badge, a prayer book written in

French, and the musical notes to a song she wrote. Right before she died, she looked at my grandmother and must

have seen her daughter’s face. Her last words were, “I love you,” in German.
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Henry Rappaport

 

Word on the Street

skylit

yellow crowns

edge leaves pretty

the slow moment

from green

to gold

the world's honk

beep and gas it

past shush 

the timekeeper

an emotional clock

in love with unwinding

the girls have their friends

and the boys have their friends

and there is no telling

who is who or who cares

who swims

in whose gene pool

when they hold

each other 

it's an unlock

inside cabala

it's Buddhists

under the stairs 

if you put their

envelopes unsealed

into a pile

you only fool 

yourself with a piano

you never play
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is being

tired

in the late blaze

of September

getting sexy

with the sky

coming on

to clouds

like a stroke

skid marks

all over

the verse

it never was

the unknown

unknown

it was always

the damn

cold

of disbelief

burning itself

out like the sun

it was seeing

whim

come

grey

break

cumulous

bloody

and streaked

cotton balls

ice packs

shifting 

veins of blue

the wind bent

to litter

the world

not just

the calendar

again

like that proud bunny

going on about a cell



with a lifetime guarantee

more simple than tired

edges

wearing away

the de�ant

branch

snapped

wile �oating

among rocks

in the great white frothy churn

rake and sweater time

heat in the heart 

warming cold feet

soups stews mittens and toques

at the window

foraging 
 

 



Nikki Reimer

a rose is a rose is a rose manhattan

               it is not very political. my new work likes to be stroked

               gently along the jawline. my new rose is a work. i am 

          sorry. this work is grief. hold my new tenderly a kitten. my new 

                    grief is a rose. my work will not 

     create new imaginative worlds to help guide the way 

          out from the ruins of late-capitalism. my new politic will 

     not soothe the wounds of empire. i am sorry about my grief. i am sorry about my new work.

——————————

i have abandoned my plans for a dream of the city: 

                    i have abandoned the city, there is no the city, there is 

                    not even a city, there is only brutalist post-70s porn-set 

                    architecture and falling revenue streams. all my idiocies are built on gossamer dressers and the decoration

is stacked, leaking, despair. when my lubricant signals something inside me withers. 

               every minute in the shower kills another acre of ocean. 

               now I am the father, the son and the holy spirit. the ending of the long dash signals 11 a.m. mountain standard

time.

——————————

i leftist civility and set out for the prairies; 

                    i set out to undo the cramps of my anchors. i exhumed 

                    every trace of ashtray and bon�re shareholder from 

                    the earthwork. i hauled them off to seaboard from 

               whence they came. no more bof�ns. no more 

               civilities. no more poisons. no more murmur.

——————————

what this town needs is horse statues. more horse statues. another horse statue. a bigger horse statue. we gotta get

more monster homes. move out the renters. this baby's priced. this baby’s priced to move.

what this town needs: 

                                   horsewoman stay-at-

                              homes. more horsewoman stay-at-homes.

                         another horsewoman stay-at-home. a 

                         bigger horsewoman stay-at-home. we 

                         gotta get more monument homesteads. move out the renters. this backbencher's priced. this
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backbencher’s priced to move.

——————————

what this town needs:

               second horse euthanized after bill cosby admitted to three 

               year bailout plan. we need robot velociraptors. as a result 

               of injuries, second bill cosby euthanized. we need 

               chuckwagons on chuckwagons on chuckwagons. secondary 

               suite euthanized. we need 3D printed bailout plans. we 

               need living cows. we need provisions to assist adults who 

               are suffering intolerably as a result of a grievous and 

               irremediable medical condition. we need rapid prototyping 

               approaches for the secondary bill bailout. 

——————————

what this town needs:

               how dare you deign to run a stampede sans tonnes of bourbon.

               check under the ovals for lost items: missing children, stale seafood, your virginity. don’t you know who [enter

a rose man]? arrest manhattan. this shit’s serious. stop malcontent out in the halter. stop shaking steak and eating

babies. your daughter’s passed out in the battle again. how dare you ask for ID. don’t you know who [a rose manhattan]

i am? we need to �nd the branded cutlery. where’s my simile horseshoe. where’s my brooding horseshoe. where’s my

gilded lime velociraptor hospital. 

how dare you deign to run a standpipe sans toothpastes of bowler. 

check under the overcharges for lost jackasses: missing chimeras, stale seamstress, your virginity. don’t you know who

[enter a rotor mandible]? art manhattan. this shit’s serious. stop malfunction out in the hammer. stop shaking steeple /

echo backcloths. your daughter’s passed out in the batten again. how dare you ask for ID. don’t you know who [a rotor

manhattan] i am? we need to �nd the branded cutlery. where’s my simulation hospice. where’s my broth hospice.

where’s my gilded limousine velociraptor hostess. 
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Ann Filemyr

 

Yellow Flowers
Helianthus

This September on the southside of the city

in the dirt between old pasture and strip mall

a cacophony of yellow �owers open

brilliant lemon-gold gleaming in sunlight

�lling the vacant lot beside the rodeo grounds

Here a hand-painted sign 

          for the Shrine circus

Here where I last saw my father turn in and park

a year ago today he drove out into the world

to shake hands and smile beside elephants and camels

trapeze artists and bellowing men with big mustaches

collecting circus tickets at the gate to the big tent

I had forgotten about yellow. 

Forgotten cream, autumn aspen

the brass sheen on a cresting wave—

wild�owers �ourish in the disturbed earth

Maximilian daisies butter every ditch

hoary aster purples the abandoned lot

          blooming beside bulldozers

here where 

I last saw my father turn in and park

that sun�ower          in �nal bloom
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Ann Filemyr

 

The World Dream

In the dream of the whole world

She notes

    a pair of red-tailed hawks

                    a wedding of white deer

            an uproar of ravens

                a terror of coyotes

    a pile of wives

            a slumber of cellos

        an apotheosis of poets

                a maverick of boys

    a hippo of fresh baked macaroons

        beside a tiger mug

        steaming with peppermint tea

In the dream of the whole world 

She hears

    a cacophony of jelly�sh

            the whirr of worried children

        the giggle of crickets

                the hoot of a tugboat 

                    the late cry of a lighthouse

                    bellowing in the fog

In the dream of the whole world 

She �nds

    the cracked stone of a Mayan calendar

        the dark cave of all beginnings

            worms working their way up

            into the wet light        after a storm
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In the dream of the whole world

She realizes

    nothing ends, nothing can

the lake freezes and melts

        rain falls on Honey Island

the salt marsh becomes mangrove

    the red branch becomes pelican roost

        the bird egg becomes alligator food

    What lives in her heart

                �ows from her eyes

            puddles at her feet

                    soaks into the ground

                is sucked up by the root of a fruit tree

                    where everything once born is reborn

                    like the secret inside the pit of a peach

In the dream of the whole world

She witnesses

    a cargo of slaves

            a camp of Jews

a factory of incest

    a murder of lies

        an asylum for lovers

a colony of hunger

                a nation of bullies

        a parade of lepers

an oil slick of dead salmon

            a string of exiles

        a case of rebels

    a box of torture

the shadow of power

    moving its armies across the land



In the dream between these dreams

She awakens

    to the heart’s dif�cult longings:

    the peace protest

        makes war with war—

    those speaking against againstness

        are still not free—

We are form informed by family 

    embodied beings, skin bags of light

        animate, restless, hungry, searching

            held by the formless possibility beyond diety

and without thinking we may be caught counting

        what is at long last uncountable—

    the depth of human love

        incalculable in the turning universe
 

 



Ron Riekki

The Day Everyone Realized You Weren't Special If You Were Gay

There is money laundering and then there is money drying.

You have to take the money and take a shit and take take take take take.

You have to. You don’t have a choice. You have to be

who you are and if you don’t, then you’re being

a fake. But either way, you’re being. That’s the good news.

Breath is the good news. The bad news is suicide.

That’s for people who can no longer stand

standing. They want to lie down forever, which is a long time.

It’s long like a long face. Like a long dick. Like a lawn dart.

Like going along with what everybody else is

praying. Here’s the really good news: the word homosexual

actually doesn’t appear anywhere in the Bible. If you don’t believe

me, then learn Hebrew, Aramaic, and ancient Greek.

You’ll �nd it was added in later. It was minused in.

It was an imaginary number that they decided to make

unimaginary. We should really have a parade to celebrate

the last parade, the Last Supper, and the last moment

of oppression. It’s going to be good from now on

and my de�nition of good is not your de�nition of good

because I believe that de�nitions are bullshit.

We need to all be unde�ned. We need to all be. We need.

That’s part of the problem, the chuck roast of the problem.

No, the �ank steak of the problem. It tastes good,

as long as you put out of your mind the death of the animal.
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Marie-Andree Auclair

 

The Insidious Susurration of Mongrels

Before I re�ned fear’s fetters 

into protective hands

and memory tightened my leash

there was the hell breath

of mongrels dogging me

fangs, nails in my ankles

       to the edge of the cliff

       —do not soar—

       to the borderline

       —do not cross—

       —stay put, look no farther—

the shouts, the whispers.

Beware, you don’t know 

what comes next.

Our warnings—

You’ll get hurt, maimed, shamed.

Stay safe.

What if you fail, what if

and then what?

And we stick to you

since you feed us.

Hesitation is our nectar

and shivers of recoil our lifeblood.

That sense of futility?

Our daily meat. 

We barked doubts 

at you 

till you 

tighten your own tethers

because

there is always the chance 

you’ll abandon us

to our sooty smoke

and taste a bright sky.
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Marie-Andree Auclair

 

A Conversation Between Image-Makers

What you write is only self-re�ection,          my painter-sister says

with a slanted smile,                   all art is self-portrait.

She snags my shield with an uncanny knack:

—am I                   another unveiled painting hanging on the wall

isn’t she there too—

                   Don’t we choose our interpretation? I say.

I inhale atoms from her breath          exhale some of my own.

                      Mine, hers,                inaccurate possessives. 

We transmit anonymous molecules 

from �ghters                         sparring

from saints          some love,                     to each other.

The air grazes our vulnerability.

She lifts her chin           dams the wet shimmer behind her lower eyelids.

Children,     she says,          disappear                      an iota at a time

that’s why

                                       I painted my girl walking away.
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John Swanson

Sports Poem #4

When I watch women playing soccer

I feel the presence of some old disease

Want to be kicked by those shimmering toes
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Eleanor Kedney

 

A Fire Hydrant on Camino de la Amapola

When we walk past it every day, it’s easy

to forget its virtues: patience, reliability, fortitude. 

Go close, you’ll hear the continuous rush

of a swift underground river.

Yet it never moves, even on muddy days.

I’d like to know that kind of stillness—

emotions roiling while the body’s calm.

It waits to be needed. Cast with the word open

and an arrow faithfully guiding us which way to turn 

if �re were to ascend beyond one small �ame,

and in our disquiet, our despair 

when we could lose everything dear, it gives, 

full-on, what we are mostly made of. 
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Eleanor Kedney

 

Good to See You

In front of Saks at Christmas,

watching synchronized snow�akes blinking

in dark windows

to “Carol of the Bells,”

I could live again for the penny

found on the ground.

My mother died,

and after 40 days and 40 nights

I blend green vegetables

to get vitamins

quickly into my bloodstream.

I’ve never smoked a banana

but I received communion

when I wasn’t in a state of grace.

Daily I erase regret.

It gives me pleasure to agree.

A rule I’ve adopted is to listen

but not give anyone advice.

Twice, I �uttered my eyes.

I’ve learned to say, Good

to see you, instead of, How

are you? so as not to hear 

dredged up miseries or refrains.

I have a plugged-up salivary gland,

but no one wants to look in my mouth.

Now I write short sentences

joined by semi-colons. I’m not a whale;

I’m not Jonah; I’m not that epic.
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Surya Govender

 

White Socks

A young man, on the radio from Chechnya, describes being hit by sniper �re. A �lm student at the university, he laughs

about how the footage was caught on amateur video and played later on BBC International. How he watched himself

be blown up. This man who has lost his legs remembers the colour of his socks in the retelling. And I am sitting across

the table from his voice as he laughs. Telling me what it is like to get dressed every morning and walk out into war.
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Allison DeLauer

 

the neighbors knew i divined water

they were angry with me when i told them 

it just wasn’t there

to appease them, my boyfriend at the time

tossed his staff to the ground where it slithered away

this act was caught on video, dubbed, distributed 

and sometimes played at our block parties

where we mix kool aid, vodka and lime juice

in such a state the Ladies’ Auxiliary

gathers to perform the Eleusinian mysteries

but I can’t tell you any more about that

(just be grateful you aren’t a pig and

know your mother loves you)

i’m still a little gun-shy around this mob 

although i know its home

while the kids pledge their allegiance 

to the soda machines i try to imagine 

the other, and those people. the museum is full 

of their relics: mask, maul and mace

on display these objects make all of us/them look silly

(there is a reason we remember less as we age)

frustrated, i opted for self-exile. at the border 

immigration searched me. i was surprised, expecting 

they’d ask about vegetables. they found me evasive, 

suspicious. they wanted to know what i did for a living

magician’s assistant seemed the wrong answer

and i loathe the term, ‘temple priestess’

(you tell me, am i a character or narrator?

what story? what’s story? whose story?)

it is better a known foe, blah blah 

so i went home—watching my back

still thirsty like the rest

to get relief i transformed myself into an octopus

no worries of the well’s pull surrounded by sea—

i left the kool aid, the Auxiliary, and the boyfriend

(he never could satisfy me and his celebrity was trying)

my lair is dark and restful. i am spine-free

my ink, like story, a fog i swim in
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Allison DeLauer

 

“Hell is hot”

says the sign nailed to a tree 

along the side of the highway 

Remember—

My children! My children! 

Grandfather called out in his sleep 

while the world grew indomitable, strange, and lonely 

Everything I touched has turned to salt, he said 

So I told him, Taste this watermelon, sweet as kisses 

but recalled the thin snake—; a bright green spiral in the road 

Imagine: in 1945 they lugged a locked box 

onto the USS Indianapolis. The sailors thought 

it might hold Marilyn Monroe’s underpants 

Instead, 

Little Boy, beware the error in nostalgia 

which is just desire calci�ed— torched 

like sand to glass in the heat of years 
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Valentina Cano

A Monday

I imagine a knife

cutting through the frayed rope

of your voice

snapping it in two

until the tendrils of it

slap against the �oor.

Wet tentacles of leftover sound

I will wait to see you trip over.
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Valentina Cano

The Devil

I had dinner with the devil, 

shook his hand 

and spoke of our families.

His wife is expecting twins again

and he jokes of locking away

his two-headed cock.

He nods at the tales

pulled from my home’s pantry,

says “naturally” at all the right moments

and passes the salt when I ask.

He reminds me of you,

a bit,

only a bit,

there in the knife glint of a narrowing eye

and the origami folding of 

a sauce-stained napkin.
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Mitchell Grabois

Can’t Stomach

Stones are Tums

in this dyspeptic universe

In other words:

we can’t stomach the world

In other words:

human nature is too much to take

Medical marijuana eases nausea,

a common complaint

Acid re�ux is one more 

aggravation

The acrobat on his unicycle

balances a ten foot stack of dishes

I can make out a slice of pizza

and a Ruben sandwich

He pedals backwards

He balances a ball on his nose

With his chin he eases a bottle of Tums

from his shirt pocket

He tosses the bottle in the air

The tablets �y out

like a spray of stars

Constellations have stories

They have something to say

I wasn’t going to tell you

but I am suffering from stomach cancer

In the early days 

friends would hear the news and say:

I’m sorry

and I’d nearly shout:

Don’t tell me you’re sorry

Tell Cancer you’re sorry

Because I’m going to kick Cancer’s ass 

send him back to the Cancer Ward

where he belongs

where he can lay on a bed naked and bleeding 

and lick his wounds
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Katie Quackenbush

thirsty

basking

in the sublime

sense of being

followed

there’s no saving her

buried in her belly:

a lesson

          (a crisis

     ; a �sh

       tumbling upwards)

were the moon

half her size

she’d be as brave

as a nude doll

face-down in sand

and grow thick

as a calloused palm

from years

of waiting
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Jo Baeza

 

Fencepost

I weather like

an old cedar fencepost,

listing downstream

in a sandy watergap,

supported by strands

of sagging wire, 

waiting for the spring �oods

to bring me down.
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Author Biographies

Marie-Andree Auclair

Marie-Andree Auclair’s poems have appeared in journals and magazines, such as In/Words Magazine, Bywords, The

Steel Chisel, Northern Cardinal Review and filling Station. More are forthcoming in Foliate Oak Literary Magazine, First

Literary Review-East and Contemporary Verse 2. Her �rst chapbook, Contrails was released by In/Words Magazine and

Press in 2013. She earned a Certi�cate in Creative Writing (poetry) with the University of Toronto Continuing Studies in

December 2014. She lives in Ottawa, Canada and is working on her next chapbook.

Jo Baeza

Jo Baeza moved to Holbrook, Arizona, with her parents in 1949 and decided there and then to make Arizona her home

for life. She has a BA in English literature and a minor in history from Stanford University, spending her junior year at

the University of Nottingham, England. She has been a rancher, explorer, writer, editor, instructor at Northland Pioneer

College, and Forest Service lookout. Her book Ranch Wife, published under the name Jo Jeffers (Doubleday 1964 and

University of Arizona Press 1994), is considered a Western classic. She self-published a book of her poetry, Eagles at

Noon, in 2010. Her territorial history, Arizona: The Making of a State, was published in 2012 by White Mountain

Publishing Co. as an of�cial Arizona Centennial Legacy Project. She recently completed an Arcadia book on Pinetop-

Lakeside history. Jo has lived in Arizona’s White Mountains since 1964, and continues to write columns for the White

Mountain Independent.

Ace Bogess

Ace Boggess is the author of two books of poetry: The Prisoners (Brick Road, 2014) and The Beautiful Girl Whose Wish

Was Not Fulfilled (Highwire, 2003). He is an ex-con, ex-husband, ex-reporter and completely exhausted by all the

things he isn't anymore. His writing has appeared in Harvard Review, Mid-American Review, RATTLE, River Styx, and

many other journals. He lives in Charleston, West Virginia.

Valentina Cano

Valentina Cano is a student of classical singing who spends whatever free time she has either reading or writing. Her

works have appeared in numerous publications and her poetry has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and Best of

the Web. Her debut novel, The Rose Master, was published in 2014 and was called a “strong and satisfying effort” by

Publishers Weekly.

Zoe Dagneault

Zoe Dagneault currently studies English and Creative Writing at Simon Fraser University. As well as puttering around in

words, she tends to her garden and young family. Zoe lives and writes in East Vancouver, in the �ne company of her

guard beagle, Sunday.

Allison DeLauer

Allison DeLauer’s work has appeared or is forthcoming in Eleven Eleven, Catamaran Literary Reader, Five Fingers

Review, Mirage #4/Period(ical), SFStation.com, Squaw Valley Review, burritofile.com, The Throwback, and the
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anthology Weatherings. Her performance collaboration All I Wanted to Say, was funded, in part, by the Zellerbach

Family Foundation. This show, as well as her latest collaboration, Cast Me to Seed/Umanità has been translated into

Italian and was performed in Europe in 2012-2013. She received an MFA from California College of the Arts,

residencies from Teatro dei Venti, Caldera Center for the Arts, and Vermont Studio Center. She lives in Oakland,

California.

Ann Filemyr

Ann Filemyr is the founder of the �rst Native American-centered MFA in Creative Writing at the Institute of American

Indian Arts. She teaches courses in Consciousness at Southwestern College, a graduate school in Santa Fe. She was the

featured poet in the 2014 Santa Fe Literary Review. Recent work has been accepted for Malpais Journal and WeMoon

Women’s Art & Poetry Calendar. Recent poetry books: Love Enough (Red Mountain Press 2014); The Healer’s Diary

(Stone�re Press 2012) Recent limited edition �ne art poetry book collaborations: On the Nature of Tides (LaNana Creek

Press 2013) Growing Paradise (LaNana Creek Press 2011). She read at Poet’s House in New York City in September 2014.

Pattie Flint

Pattie Flint is an uprooted Seattle native toughing it out in Scotland binding books by hand. She has been published in

Five [Quarterly], Hippocampus and TAB, amongst others. She is currently working on her MFA at Cedar Crest College,

and can be contacted at @pattie�int on twitter, or via her website pattie�int.com

Surya Govender

Surya Govender writes, lives and teaches in Vancouver, BC. Her poetry tends to the narrative, drawing focus to the

ever-remarkable stories that make up our everyday. Her work has appeared in Speak Magazine (San Fransisco), Fire

(UK), Lexikon (UK) and Event (Canada) and she was shortlisted for the 2014 CBC Poetry Prize. She is currently working

on a book of poetry re�ecting on loss and water.

Mitchell Grabois

Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois has had over eight hundred of his poems and �ctions appear in literary magazines in the

U.S. and abroad. He has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize for work published in 2012, 2013, and 2014. His novel,

Two-Headed Dog, based on his work as a clinical psychologist in a state hospital, is available for Kindle and Nook, or as

a print edition. He lives in Denver.

Ebony Jansen

Ebony Jansen received a BA from the Art and Art History program at Sheridan College and University of Toronto

Mississauga. She works primarily in print, photography, and installation. She has exhibited at the Gladstone Hotel’s Art

Bar, The Black Cat, Project Gallery, the Blackwood Gallery, among others. Jansen independently curated Source Material

for the Mississauga Art Council in 2012. She co-cofounded CAVITY, a Toronto-based curatorial collective in 2013. She

currently lives and works in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Peycho Kanev

Peycho Kanev is the author of 3 poetry collections and two chapbooks, published in USA and Bulgaria. He has won

several European awards for his poetry and he’s nominated for the Pushcart Award and Best of the Net. Translations of

his books will be published soon in Italy, Poland and Russia. His poems have appeared in many literary magazines,

such as: Poetry Quarterly, Evergreen Review, Hawaii Review, Cordite Poetry Review, Sheepshead Review, Off the Coast,

The Adirondack Review, The Coachella Review, Two Thirds North, Sierra Nevada Review, The Cleveland Review and

many others.

Eleanor Kedney
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Eleanor Kedney founded The Writers Studio Tucson, a branch of the New York-based Writers Studio, in 2005, and

served as the Director and the advanced workshop teacher for 10 years. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming

in Connecticut River Review, Cumberland River Review, Cutthroat: A Journal of the Arts, Lalitamba, Many Mountains

Moving, Miramar Poetry Journal, NY Quarterly, San Pedro River Review, Skidrow Penthouse, and other journals. Her

work will also appear in the anthology No Achilles: War Poetry. She lives with her husband, Peter, dog, Charlie, and cat,

Ivy, in Tucson, Arizona and Stonington, Connecticut.

gary lundy

gary lundy’s poetry has appeared in a variety of magazines and journals. His fourth chapbook, when voices detach

themselves, was published in the fall of 2013 by is a rose press. He lives in Missoula, Montana.

Nate Maxson

Nate Maxson is a writer and performance artist. He is the author of several collections of poetry, most recently "The

Age Of Jive" from Red Dashboard Press. He lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Garry Thomas Morse

Garry Thomas Morse is the author of �ve poetry titles and four �ction titles, notably Governor-General’s Award poetry

�nalist Discovery Passages about his ancestral Kwakwaka’wakw First Nations myth, history, and the fallout of the

potlatch ban. His scandalous works include two Relit Award-nominated titles in his three book speculative �ction

series The Chaos! Quincunx. Morse’s latest poetry title Prairie Harbour features a long poem based on his year of living

in Saskatchewan, and includes a Manitoba interlude of “Heritage Minutes” about the commercial aspects of

colonization in Canada, from the origins of the fur trade to the present day. Morse currently resides in Winnipeg,

Manitoba.

Melissa Nelson

Melissa Nelson is a New England writer, seeking to validate her day-job and keep her feet warm through the winter,

forever surprised by the lucidity of humans and aptitude of dogs. She loves conspiracy theories and mountains, and

hates deadlines and snakes. Someday shes hopes to tell each and every snake hater in the world that it’s okay to be

afraid of silly things — but, until then, she will carry on writing poems about grandmas and science.

Christopher Patton

Christopher Patton has published three books, among them Ox (Véhicule), whose opening section received the Paris

Review’s long poem prize, and Curious Masonry: Three Translations from the Anglo-Saxon (Gaspereau). The poems

published here are from a recently �nished manuscript called Dumuzi that refracts an old Sumerian fertility myth

through a Cubist kaleidoscope. He lives in Bellingham, Washington and teaches creative writing at Western

Washington University and blogs at artofcompost.wordpress.com.

Richard King Perkins II

Richard King Perkins II is a state-sponsored advocate for residents in long-term care facilities. He lives in Crystal Lake,

IL with his wife, Vickie and daughter, Sage. He is a three-time Pushcart nominee and a Best of the Net nominee whose

work has appeared in more than a thousand publications. In a six-year period, his poems have appeared in The

Louisiana Review, Bluestem, Emrys Journal, Sierra Nevada Review, Roanoke Review, The Red Cedar Review and

Crannog. He has poems forthcoming in The William and Mary Review, Sugar House Review, Old Red Kimono and

Milkfist. He was a recent �nalist in The Rash Awards, Sharkpack Alchemy, Writer’s Digest and Bacopa Literary Review

poetry contests.

Katie Quackenbush



Katie Quackenbush recently worked with Kayla Czaga through the University of British Columbia’s Booming Ground

program, and is a graduate of Simon Fraser University’s The Writer’s Studio. She is a part-time Shelver with The

Vancouver Public Library where she feeds her love for books.

Henry Rappaport

Henry Rappaport’s most recent book, “Loose to the World,” was published in 2014 by Ronsdale Press. It is his �fth book

of poetry. He lives in Vancouver.

Angela Rebrec

Angela Rebrec’s poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in filling Station, Prism International, Event Magazine and the

Dalhousie Review. Apart from writing, she works as a longshoreman, sings in an all-women's choir, moms her three

children and is completing her bachelor’s degree at Kwantlen Polytechnic University. On rare occasions she gets some

sleep.

Nikki Reimer

Nikki Reimer’s poetry has appeared in anthologies from New York to Winnipeg, in journals online and off, and once on

digital billboards in the city of Calgary. A writer concerned with emotional ecology, Reimer has published two books —

DOWNVERSE and [sic] — chapbooks, criticism and essays. She is a contributing editor to Poetry is Dead and a founding

director of the Chris Reimer Legacy Fund Society. Visit her website (reimerwrites.com), or Calgary, where she lives.

Ron Riekki

Ron Riekki's books include U.P.: a novel, The Way North: Collected Upper Peninsula New Works (2014 Michigan Notable

Book), and Here: Women Writing on Michigan's Upper Peninsula. His play “Carol” was in The Best Ten-Minute Plays

2012, The First Real Halloween was best sci-�/fantasy screenplay for the 2014 International Family Film Festival, and his

story “The Family Jewel” was selected for The Best Small Fictions 2015.

annie ross

Annie Ross is a teacher/artist in the Canadian west.

Evie Ruddy

Evie Ruddy is a digital media artist, freelance journalist and creative writer. Her short documentaries and personal

essays have been broadcast nationally on CBC Radio, including The Sunday Edition. Her print work has appeared in

Reader’s Digest, The Toronto Star, Briarpatch Magazine and Indian Country Today. Trained at the Center for Digital

Storytelling in Berkeley, California, Evie partners with organizations and schools to help people create digital narratives

about their lives and experiences. To view these videos and more of her work, visit: storiesthatmoveyou.ca

Jamie Sharpe

Jamie Sharpe is the author of two poetry collections, Animal Husbandry Today (ECW Press, 2012) and Cut-up

Apologetic (ECW, 2015). He lives in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory.

Charles Springer

Charles Springer is an only child and nothing is going to change that now. A Pushcart Prize nominee, he is well

published in the small presses. He has degrees in anthropology and is also an award-winning painter. He's lived much

of his life in Cincinnati, Philadelphia and New York. Charles currently eats, sleeps, bicycles and writes from the family

homestead in Pennsylvania where he is constantly trying to keep his barn from falling down. He dreams of living on

Cape Cod.

Carolyn Supinka
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Carolyn Supinka

Carolyn Supinka is a writer and visual artist based in Washington, DC, where she is an MA candidate in the Arts

Management program at American University, and is a co-founder of VIATOR, a public art and poetry project. From

2013-2014 she conducted six different poetry and art projects in Pondicherry, India as a Fulbright-Nehru Scholar,

where she researched modern day spiritual journeys and cultural exchange. Her work combines visuals and poetry to

create installations that transform public space, and she has been most recently published in Poet Lore, Fjords Review,

and Stirring: A Literary Collection.

Fraser Sutherland

Fraser Sutherland has published nine poetry collections, most recently The Philosophy of As If. He lives in Toronto,

Canada when not in Guangzhou, China.

John Swanson

John Swanson graduated from UBC with a degree in English in 1968. In the early ‘70’s he was part of a group of poets

and photographers in the studio collective SeeSite in Vancouver, during which time the Titmouse Review published

several of his poems. He participated in several group poetry readings in Vancouver, Toronto and New York. After a

long hiatus he attended the Writing with Style program at the Banff Centre in 2007 with Roo Borson, and now lives and

writes in Vancouver. He recently completed poetry workshops at UBC with Fiona Lam, and at SFU with Jami Macarty.

Rob Taylor

Rob Taylor lives in Vancouver with his wife and son. He is the author of the poetry collection The Other Side of

Ourselves (Cormorant Books, 2011). Rob is the co-founder of One Ghana, One Voice, Ghana’s �rst online poetry

magazine, and one of the coordinators of Vancouver's Dead Poets Reading Series.

Changming Yuan

Yuan Changming, 8-time Pushcart nominee and author of 5 chapbooks (including Kinship [2015] and The Origin of

Letters [2015]), began to learn English at 19 and published monographs on translation before moving to Canada.

Currently editing Poetry Paci�c with Allen Qing Yuan in Vancouver, Changming has since mid-2005 had poetry

appearing in 1059 literary publications across 36 countries, including Best Canadian Poetry, BestNewPoemsOnline,

Maynard, Poetry in Voice and Threepenny Review.
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Ebony Jansen received a BA from the Art and Art History program at Sheridan College and University of
Toronto Mississauga. She works primarily in print, photography, and installation. She has exhibited at the
Gladstone Hotel’s Art Bar, The Black Cat, Project Gallery, the Blackwood Gallery, among others. Jansen
independently curated Source Material for the Mississauga Art Council in 2012. She co-cofounded CAVITY, a
Toronto-based curatorial collective in 2013. She currently lives and works in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Visit her website at EbonyJansen.com




